
Minutes of User Group Meeting 6(19-20 May 2005)Edited by Mar��a Santos-Lle�oApproved by voting members on 15 June 2005Partiipants:J�urgen Shmitt (hairman), Miguel Mas Hesse (external), Gregor Rauw (external), Jaqueline Bergeron(Mission Sientist), Rihard Mushotzky (Mission Sientist), Roberto Pallaviini (Mission Sientist), JelleKaastra (RGS-PI) Mike Watson (SSC-PI), Simon Rosen (OM-PI delegate), Steve Sembay (EPIC-PI dele-gate) Fred Jansen (XMM-Newton Mission Manager), Norbert Shartel (XMM-Newton Projet Sientist),Mar��a Santos-Lle�o (User Group seretary), Monique Arnaud (invited guest).Leo Metalfe (Siene Support Manager), Ramon Mu~noz (Instrument Operations Manager), and interestedsta� from VilspaWelome:J. Shmitt (Chairman) opened the meeting at 10:00. He introdued Gregor Rauw as a new memberof the User Group (UG), and M. Arnaud, who was invited to the meeting as a guest and will replaeJ. Shmitt as hairperson of the UG after the XMM-Newton mission extension approval.Adoption of the agenda:The agenda was approved by the partiipants.Presentations:The following presentations were given:1. Report of the Projet Sientist (N. Shartel; 10:10-10:35)2. Overall mission status (F. Jansen; 10:46-11:15)3. Instrument Operations (R. Mu~noz; 11:15-11:40)4. Siene Support (L. Metalfe; 11:55-12:25)5. EPIC alibration status (M. Kirsh; 12:30-12:55)6. RGS alibration status (A. Pollok; 13:00-13:20)7. OM alibration status (A. Talavera; 14:30-14:55)8. Cross alibration status (B. Altieri; 15:00-15:20)9. SAS developments and future plans (C. Gabriel; 15:40-15:55)10. SSC status and XID (M. Watson; 16:15-16:40)11. Slew survey (R. Saxton; 17:10-17:30)12. Ation items from last meeting (M. Santos-Lle�o; 17:40-17:50)The viewgraphs of the presentations are available on the XMM-Newton publi web site, under \UserSupport" and \XMM-Newton Users Group".Disussions:During the presentations, the speakers were frequently interrupted with questions and short disus-sions, in partiular: 1



1. After the Projet Sientist presentation, J. Bergeron asked about the fration of rejeted ob-serving proposals that got omments from the Time Alloation Committee, OTAC, and N.Shartel answered about 80 to 85 %.Simon Rosen asked about the riteria to deide for or against Swift Gamma Ray Burst (GRB)observations. N. Shartel explained that XMM-Newton is not anymore onsidered essential toprovide aurate positions sine they are already provided by Swift and hene XMM-Newton'sobjetive is to provide spetral information. If a GRB observation is requested via the ToOalert web page, then the proposed sienti� ase is evaluated independently of above generalriterion for automati alerts.J. Shmitt asked about the antiipated end of the AO4 observations. The answer was endApril 2006. He mentioned that we should try to keep anti-phase with the Chandra yle andthe projet said that there is no intention to shift the dates any further. Moreover the all forproposals is kept in the September-Otober time frame. The urrent modi�ation is only a shiftof one month in the start of the observations with a start in May 2006 rather than in April.This means that the anti-phase with Chandra is kept.A few items were identi�ed as relevant for the disussion later on.2. During the Mission Manager presentation, F. Jansen mentioned that XMM-Newton revolution1000 was going to take plae the following week, on May 25, and J. Shmitt expressed the UGongratulations for these 1000 revolutions, saying that ESA and the VILSPA XMM-Newtonteam an be very proud of it.The whole UG expressed their onerns about the extremely unertain and diÆult situation ofthe ontrators in the XMM-Newton mission. The UG feels that the knowledge and expertise ofthe XMM-Newton ontrators is essential for the mission and the potential loss of this expertiseis urrently a major risk. It was agreed to ome bak to this point in the disussion.J. Shmitt asked how the new distribution of tasks between Projet Sientist and MissionManager is going after more than one year in plae. They both on�rm that the sheme isworking extremely well. A di�erent point is that the Mission Manager is overloaded withother projet's tasks and needs to delegate more and more items to the Siene Support andInstrument Operations leaders.F. Jansen explained, in reply to a question from J. Shmitt, why a new mission planningsystem is needed: basially due to the many problems of the existing one. He also explainedthat, ontrary to previous expetations, the transfer to ESAC (Villafrana) of the MissionOperations Centre, if �nally approved, will be very expensive for the projet.J. Shmitt stressed that UG needs to disuss the help to be provided to N. Shartel for thepreparation of the sienti� justi�ation of the mission to be presented to the ESA AstronomyWorking Group (AWG) whih meets in September, before the XMM-Newton Conferene. Thisase will be used in the disussion of the mission extension.3. After R. Mu~noz presentation, F. Jansen remarked that in all the three anomalies disussed,the instrument teams were informed and ollaborated in the analysis and the solution, showingthat instrument teams are still alive and helpful.R. Mushotzky asked for some lari�ations about the XMM-Newton eÆieny graphs shownduring the presentation.J. Shmitt asked for some details about the RGS2 and MOS1 instrument problems to get alear idea on whih one was more serious. RGS2 problem prevents from using it in single CCDspetrosopy mode. A. Pollok explained that this mode is useful to avoid pile up in very brightsoures. The MOS1 problem seems to be more important for the time being. F. Jansen also2



explained that if it is really due to a miro-meteorite impat, the rate of suh impats seen withXMM-Newton (almost 1 per year) has a serious inuene on future missions that aim at a verylarge olleting area.J. Shmitt mentioned that the impat of big solar ares in XMM-Newton operations shouldhave dereased sine launh, beause the solar ativity is going to a minimum. It was on�rmedthat this is indeed the ase.4. After his presentation, L. Metalfe answered a few questions from J. Shmitt and R. Mushotzkyabout the impat of the urrent Siene Operations Center (SOC) manpower redution, whiha�ets mostly the siene support team. L. Metalfe said that assuming the provisional budgetis approved and requested partial replaement manpower reruited, no problem is expeted inthe area of user support and alibration.M. Arnaud mentioned that it should be avoided to shedule extended soures at both ends ofthe revolution, where the radiation bakground has greater probability to be high. N. Shartelexplained that we an only follow OTAC priorities sine basially everybody needs \good time"for their observations. He gave as example a very bright soure, whih a priory is less sensitiveto high bakground, in whih the observer is interested in weak spetral features. There wasommon agreement among the UG that the urrent poliy for sheduling is orret.5. After the presentation of M. Kirsh, R. Mushotzky and M. Arnaud stressed the importaneof the ross-alibration between XMM-Newton and Chandra. The example of observations oflusters of galaxies was mentioned and it was suggested to use this kind of objet for alibration.Markus Kirsh explained that the alibration teams of both observatories are already in loseontat. J. Shmitt noted that it is already a big step in the alibration e�ort that out of thethree X-ray instruments on board XMM-Newton two seem to onverge now. He made the pointthat it is only now when it makes sense to take the next step and ompare with Chandra asthe alibration team is doing.M. Arnaud said that it would be very important to have a bakground generation tool generallyavailable. This point was further disussed later on.6. After A. Pollok's presentation J. Shmitt said he was impressed by the work done and theCapella spetrum shown before. The disussion was entered on the question why RGS isunder-used and how the XMM-Newton legay ould be inreased in this respet. R. Mushotzkyexplained that it is diÆult to analyze the RGS data, mainly beause a good knowledge of theatomi physis is required. He also said that it should be ensured that a good quality arhiveis left after the mission, a good example of whih is here in Villafrana with the IUE arhive.There was some disussion as to whether it is more diÆult to get time from OTAC for RGSobservations than it is for EPIC. J. Kaastra said that this ould be the ase, sine in orderto get enough quality data, the RGS proposals beome large programs. N. Shartel said thatin the OTAC ompetition, the ratio of RGS-prime suessful to requested observations is thesame as it is for EPIC-prime observations.There was no lear answer to whether a better use of RGS an be ahieved.7. After the OM presentation by Antonio Talavera, there was some disussion about the astro-metri auray of OM8. After the ross-alibration presentation by B. Altieri there was some disussion on the possibleorigin of the disrepany between RGS and EPIC and it was lear after the disussion that theproblem is not yet understood. In spite of this, there was ommon agreement that the progressmade over the last year is remarkable and J. Shmitt ongratulated the people on the workdone. 3



9. After the SAS presentation by C. Gabriel, there was some disussion about the platforms tobe supported in the future. Carlos Gabriel explained that there is basially no plan to hangeurrent support and J. Shmitt said that it seems to be the right approah. In partiular,the support for the Maintosh means a lot of work but it is justi�ed by the large use of thisplatform. The projet is also aware that support demands for new platforms an arise even inthe near future.J. Shmitt asked about the probability for the next release to be on August 16 as planned.Carlos Gabriel answered that the probability is high, with the only onern being that duringthe validation of the new version, previous to the release, a problem should be found that delaysthe publi release, foring it to November, after the AO5 losure.F. Jansen explained that SAS development ontinues as planned, where the baseline is tohave one publi version per year. This may mean that, eventually, an improvement appearsseveral months after its development. Up to now, however, exeptional e�orts have been madesometimes to make publi new tools or improvements with the result of more than one releaseper year.10. During the Siene Survey Centre presentation, M. Watson explained the reasons for the reentdelays on pipeline produts delivery. J. Shmitt asked whether, in addition to going bakwardsto the old proessing system, there are plans to solve problems in the new system. M. Watsonexplained that the old system is used to lear the baklog, but the work to on�gure thenew system is ontinuing. R. Mushotzky said that the delay has reated some onfusion in theommunity. F. Jansen explained that the SOC did ommuniate to the prinipal investigators ofdelayed observations that there was a problem in SSC. Apart from that, F. Jansen also explainedthat the SOC web site with information about observation and data proessing status had notbeen updated as regularly as before, due to the exessive workload on the Mission Manager.However, the date of the last update of this page is learly stated on the web to avoid suhonfusion. The automati generation of this web page is urrently under development.There was some disussion about the plans for the release of the 2-XMM Catalogue and it wasdeided to go bak to this point in the general disussion.J. Shmitt asked about any plan for the 3-XMM Catalogue and M. Watson answered thatthere are two main areas where signi�ant improvements might be made: soure detetion andombination of data of the same sky region taken at di�erent times. However, it is still tooearly to have lear plans.11. After the slew survey presentation by R. Saxton, J. Shmitt mentioned that the results of theurrent analysis are really remarkable showing that the slews o�er a really interesting data setwith a strong sienti� potential.There was some disussion on the attitude problems. R. Saxton explained that they havenothing to do with satellite maneuvers, but rather with the timing and that the Flight Dynamisteam has been asked to provide help.M- Arnaud asked why the slews are done with the medium �lter and R. Saxton answered thatthis is to avoid optial loading problems.J. Shmitt asked about the plans to make all the data available to the general publi. R.Saxton explained that the plan is to make the slew data publi through the XMM-NewtonSiene Arhive, XSA, and adding tools to the SAS to allow people to proess the slew data.In addition, it is planned to release a slew atalogue in early 2006 through XSA. It will also bepossible to ask via XSA if XMM-Newton has slewed over a given position of the sky.R. Mushotzky pointed that the slew survey has a great potential for new observations, mainly4



to trigger pointed observations of new objets. It was agreed to go bak to this point in thegeneral disussion.12. Only four reommendations and two endorsements were pending sine last meeting. Theirdisposition was as follows:Reommendation 2003-09-23/24 Provide target sienti� ategory within the list of ap-proved targets: ClosedReommendation 2004-06-03/25 The solution of the ross-alibration problem between thedi�erent XMM-Newton instruments should have top priority in the e�orts of the instrumentteams: ClosedReommendation 2004-05-03/26 A study about the value of slew time data for sienti�purposes should be done. Pending on the outome of this study, the UG might makefurther reommendations: ClosedReommendation 2004-06-03/27 XMM-Newton/VLT oordinated programs are endorsedby the UG. The UG understands that the observations in this program should be obser-vations that require simultaneous or nearly-simultaneous data from both observatories.A lear ase for this must be made in the proposals and the time alloation ommitteesshould be alerted: ClosedEndorsement 2004-06-03/06 The UG fully endorses that the Projet organize a big X-rayonferene: OngoingThe UG reommends the onferene to take plae early autumn 2005 rather than in spring2006: ClosedThe UG reommends to issue written proeedings shortly after the onferene: underdisussion in the LOC-SOCEndorsement 2004-06-03/07 The UG endorses sienti� workshops. Every UG member willsuggest sienti� topis and volunteers to help in the organization should their topi beaepted: Open, due in 2006No ations or reommendations were issued during the presentations, rather it was deided to post-pone them to the general disussion session.The presentations ended at 17:55.Input from the ommunity and general disussion:The meeting ontinued at 18:00 for the general disussion based on the inputs from Mission Sientists,UG external members and points olleted through the previous disussions. On May 19, the pendingpoints were identi�ed and the �rst four in the list below were disussed. The session ended at 18:30and resumed on May 20, at 9:00 for the rest of the points.The items disussed were as follow:� Joint XMM-Newton and ESO Very Large Telesope Programme.There was a omment from R. Pallaviini that in the previous AO an ESO observation approvedby the XMM-Newton OTAC was a dupliation of another ESO programme. It was onsidereda point to be addressed by ESO rather than XMM-Newton.There was a general agreement that the program is working �ne and onsequently, it was agreedto issue the following:Reommendation 2005-05-19/28 The UG reommends to ontinue the joint XMM-Newton { VLT program as is. 5



� Situation of XMM-Newton ontrator sta�.The UG expressed its onern about this point and agreed to make the following:Reommendation 2005-05-19/29: The UG is extremely onerned about the ad-equate support of the XMM-Newton projet by ontrators. A timely and un-bureaurati renewal of ontrats is mandatory to be able to keep the requiredexpertise in the projet and guarantee a suessful mission ontinuation.� Observations that failed their sienti� objetive due to high radiation bakground.R. Mushotzky pointed out that there is already a ag in the proposal submission tool to identifysuh proposals and that, at least in some OTAC panels, these proposals have a high probabilityto be suessful. However, he feels that the ommunity is not well aware of this possibility.� Targets of Opportunity and Diretor's Disretionary Time.N. Shartel explained, following a question on this subjet, that all ToO and DDT observationsare made publi immediately after pipeline produts are available with only two exeptions:1. if sienti� objetives demand a fast delivery of data, they are made publi after ODFgeneration and 2. if data right onits exist with proprietary data, the date of publi deliveryof data is delayed. In this ase the XMM-Newton ToO details web page identi�es the datewhen data are publi and the name of the sientist who has data rights in onit with theobservation� Large ProgramsThere was some disussion about the XMM-Newton OTAC: how the ommittees are organized,how the time is alloated to eah panel and how this alloation per panel has evolved with time,reeting the hanges in the ommunity interests. In partiular, the UG disussed whether ornot the fration of time assigned to Large Programs was onsidered appropriate. There wasommon agreement that the UG �nds the system adequate and wants to endorse the system asit is now.Endorsement 2005-05-20/08: The UG endorses the XMM-Newton LP handling;the OTAC panel hairs should ontinue to be onsulted for their views of thequality of the submitted LP programs to obtain a lear view on whether the LPtime share in the overall program should be hanged.� Astro E2R. Mushotzky suggested that with the imminent launh of Astro E2 and the very similar Sunonstrains of XMM-Newton and Astro E2, some e�orts ould be invested in trying to oordinateboth observatories to get them to observe ommon targets simultaneously. It was agreed thatthe e�ort is too large and it is too early for suh an investment of resoures, given that AstroE2 has not even been launhed yet.� Gamma Ray Burst alerts from SwiftSimon Rosen asked N. Shartel to explain again the handling of Swift GRB alerts. N. Shartelexplained that sine Swift is already giving an aurate enough position to allow optial follow-up observations, XMM-Newton is no longer needed to provide GRB positions. The fous has tobe to provide good spetral information. The main seletion riteria are therefore moderatelybright GRBs and low olumn density in the line of sight, but a few other riteria are alsoapplied. In Simon Rosen's opinion, also shared by M. Watson, XMM-Newton has observed toofew Swift GRBs beause of too restritive seletion riteria. M. Watson pointed out that itis diÆult to apply the 'brightness' riterion, sine it is diÆult to predit the X-ray ux of aGRB given the diverse behaviours of observed GRBs.6



N. Shartel explained that most GRB are simply outside the XMM-Newton visibility window,with only about 10% of the sky visible at a given date. Moreover, some of the very few observableGRBs ould not be sheduled beause the alert took plae during the seond half of an XMM-Newton revolution therefore leaving no possibility to shedule a long enough observation withina short reation time.After some disussion it was lear that automati GRB alerts are di�erent than GRB observa-tions requested via the XMM-Newton ToO alert faility. The seond lass is dealt with on a aseby ase basis, using the expeted X-ray ux and EPIC ount rate that has to be provided by therequester. Automati alerts also need areful onsideration, but there was no reommendationfrom the UG as a whole regarding this point.� XMM-Newton Mission extensionThe UG agreed to provide help to N. Shartel for the preparation of the sienti� justi�ationase to be presented for the mission extension next autumn. A text is needed by the endof August. This text should inlude one paragraph for eah major sienti� area overed byXMM-Newton, with urrent status and outlook, no �gures are aepted. It is essential thatthe ESA AWG and Siene Programme Committee (SPC) see that it is worth investing therequested money, in partiular that the siene is outstanding and that a large ommunity ispartiipating in the projet.R. Mushotzky also mentioned that the US XMM-Newton mission extension is to be disussednext. F. Jansen and N. Shartel o�ered to support him to present the ase in the US.� CalibrationJ. Shmitt expressed the very good impression about the progress made in the EPIC ross-alibration, being probably very lose to its �nal point. The UG ongratulated the XMM-Newton SOC for that.R. Mushotzky mentioned the remaining problems: the disagreement between EPIC-MOS andEPIC-pn at high energies and the RGS-EPIC disrepanies. There were reommendationsfrom him and M. Arnaud to ontat RGS Columbia instrument experts and to ompare withother X-ray missions, respetively. A. Pollok said that RGS alibration team is already inontat with Columbia people. The EPIC alibration experts also explained that the team isurrently analyzing data from the Crab from all previous missions. A program of multi-missionross-alibration exists. There was some further disussion as to whih are the best alibrationtargets. The X-ray pulsar PSR 1509-58 was suggested by R. Mushotzky, but other soures andkind of objets were also suggested. J. Shmitt suggested to use soures with a few lines andno ontinuum and it was said that a few of them are indeed used. Finally, it was also remindedthat the EPIC response needs to be re�ned for line-rih spetra.J. Kaastra explained that there is no room in the urrent RGS alibration for a 40% error atthe long wavelength end.After the disussion of the next point, the UG deided on the priorities to be given to thedi�erent issues urrently identi�ed as the most ritial ones to be addressed by the SOC.� BakgroundJ. Bergeron explained that people need to have more information to deide whih of the urrentlyavailable blank �elds an be used for their data. M. Arnaud also pointed out that this isabsolutely not a trivial issue and needs to be oordinated by the SOC.L. Metalfe and M. Kirsh explained that following last UG reommendation, the largest e�orthas been dediated to ross-alibration issues, but that the bakground was also inluded in the7



task list. The �rst steps to properly address this problem are urrently under way, for instanea web page is in the proess of being reated with all information available. There is a tooldeveloped by S. Snowden, at the NASA/Goddard Spae Flight Center guest observer failityfor XMM-Newton. This tool estimates the EPIC-MOS bakground and will be inorporatedinto SAS by the SOC. It needs to be notied that the tool is based on a tehnique that annotbe used for EPIC-pn.It was generally agreed that the UG want to re-aÆrm the need of a bakground estimator toolas a high priority item.There was some disussion about the priority that has to be given to the urrently identi�edareas of onern. The agreement was that there is no need to prioritize any of the threeoutstanding areas. The UG then deided to make the followingEndorsement 2005-05-20/09: The UG endorses the ongoing alibration ativities bythe SOC, with partiular emphasis in the following areas: EPIC-MOS and EPIC-pndisrepany at high energies; EPIC and RGS disrepany at the long wavelengthend of RGS; bakground estimation tools.� Slew surveyThere was some disussion about the possibility to suggest to the Projet Sientist to make useof his disretionary time to observe some of the soures disovered in the slew survey that haveno ROSAT ounterpart. However, there was no ommon agreement and no reommendationwas made in this respet.Regarding the slew survey itself, the UG felt impressed by the work done and aknowledged thatthe previous year's reommendation was followed and that the SOC work went even further.The UG wants to make the following:Endorsement 2005-05-20/10: The UG endorses the ativities urrently being per-formed at SOC to develop SAS tools to deal with slew exposures and that thesetools, together with the slew data, and a atalog are made available to the generalpubli.� 2-XMM CatalogueThere are two extreme approahes regarding the forthoming release of the 2-XMM Catalogue.One is to release it only after a areful human intervention and veri�ation of the results andthe opposite is to release with zero veri�ation. There was some disussion on this point, withthe general feeling that a release as early as possible is reommended. It was suggested that theatalogue integrity ould be veri�ed by the ommunity and the atalogue revised as neessary.M. Watson stressed the point that the atalogue needs to be reliable, sine the expetations ofthe ommunity, if not ful�lled, would ause a negative impat. The UG deided to make thefollowing:Reommendation 2005-05-20/30: The UG enourages an early release of the 2-XMM Catalog. Given the onerns about the integrity of the produt, it an bereleased with appropriate advertisements to the ommunity that SSC ounts onthem to verify the produt integrity and will revise the atalog as neessary. Ifpossible, a release before the end of 2005 is reommended.� X-ray 2005 Conferene proeedingsThis item is urrently under disussion in the onferene loal and sienti� organizing om-mittees. The baseline is that ESA will take are of this issue. It is not lear whether theESA publiation department will require that amera ready manusripts be provided by the8



authors at the onferene itself. The organizing ommittees would onsider suh a requirementas too strong and ounterprodutive. F. Jansen o�ered to larify this point and the organizingommittees will proeed to take a deision and inform the authors aordingly. The aim is toprovide written proeedings if possible. M. Watson mentioned that it will also be onsideredto have proeedings publi on the web and to distribute them in CDs. The three options arenot exlusive.� Information about observationsThe UG agreed to make the followingReommendation 2005-05-20/31: The UG would like to see a unique web interfaeto all information pertaining to observations planned and their proessing status.� OTAC feedbak to proposersThe UG was positively impressed by the OTAC reation to the o�er to give omments toproposers who got their proposals rejeted: 85% of them got feedbak. The UG thought itdesirable that N. Shartel enourages the hairpersons of all OTAC panels to provide omments,so that 100% of rejeted proposals get feedbak on OTAC deisions.� Any other business:Miguel Mas mentioned that the possibility to reommend a oordinated XMM-Newton { IN-TEGRAL program will be disussed in July within the INTEGRAL Users Group.R. Pallaviini asked about the Image Gallery, he was told that very few people answered theSOC request for images to be put in the gallery. In this ontext, M. Arnaud asked what shoulda sientist do to publiize a paper via the ESA PR oÆe. It was agreed that the Image Galleryweb page, under the XMM-Newton SOC web site, will add a short text with instrutions onhow to ontat ESA PR to produe more publiity on given results.The disussion ended at 11:10. J. Shmitt handed over the hairing of the meeting to M. Arnaud toarrange details of the next meeting:Date of next meeting May 18 and 19, 2006, starting at 10 a.m. on May 18 in VillafranaM. Arnaud, and all persons in the room, sinerely aknowledged J. Shmitt for his servie as UGhairman, espeially for leading the meeting so suessfully for more than three years, i.e., sine theUG was established.
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